INSURANCE AND FUND MANAGEMENT CONSIDERED IN THE REGIONAL AND RELATED
GLOBAL INTEREST: A SUBMISSION TO ONE NATIONAL AND TWO STATE INQUIRIES
RELATED SUBMISSIONS TO FLYING DOCTORS AND SURGEONS APPEAR LATER BELOW
WITH RELATED ANALYSIS OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (IT) IN THE MARINE AND LAND
ESTATE. KEY PROPOSALS ON FILM INDUSTRY DEVELOPMENT ARE ATTACHED.
I have been fucked by God’s steel prick (Wendy Bacon?)
We’ve got to get back to the garden (Joni Mitchell)
Carol O’Donnell, St James Court, 10/11 Rosebank St. Glebe Sydney (Also known as Lilith the
Magic Pudding, Chief Alternative to Faith and Queen of the Monkeys. We speak later as the
Petshop Galah, but only at the end, before joining in singing ‘We are one, but we are many’.
GET OVER IT WITH EDDIE PERFECT? AN INTRODUCTORY NEW YEAR’S EVE 2017 ADDRESS
ON MELANCHOLY AND DEPRESSION CATEGORIES FOR MEDICAL INSURANCE AND ABC TV
Psychologically speaking, bring back melancholy, as it is a fantastic tool aligned to poets,
sages, bureaucrats, and many other writers, singers, musicians and other performers like
journalists and teachers of all kinds, and their supporters. Following Freud, I am mostly with
them. In the twentieth Century, sound and pictures of many kinds became available to all.
Today we re-create the rich diversity of cultural history from the knowledge of our past
better than ever. ABC and SBS TV appear best set up to help do that globally, to maintain
good standards broadly. IT development is addressed in Chinese/US trading contexts later
to engineer a space between them which is ideally mutually helpful to all trade relations.
We aren’t aiming to be a bit like Winston Churchill or his family connexions for a start.

On praising melancholy, one thinks here, nevertheless, of Wordsworth’s definition of poetry
as emotion recollected in tranquillity. The cartoonist Leunig’s Freudian view of this on One
Plus One is dealt with later. Depression as a DSM category appears so vieux chapeau. I ask
you. Doesn’t it merely support the passive aggressive professional family approach to life?
Shut up and try to keep up with the circle? Wasn’t this most memorably depicted by Bunuel
in ‘The Discrete Charm of the Bourgeoisie? Health or happiness appear best gained with
apparent problems treated in broader regional contexts, seeking better balanced choice. I
discussed balance elsewhere, in connexion with the dancer in an arena, not as scales.
Sporting codes are addressed in broader regional recreation and fitness for operations
attached. I agree with Judith Shapiro (2012) that to see the young Shanghai acrobats is very
wonderful international experience, complete with US ragtime music, or something similar.
They would also be great at working at heights in construction? (Be calm, it’s a thought.)
The driving US IT contact direction commonly adopted in Australian universities is ideally
questioned in global contexts where Australia is also historically allied to Britain, the US,
China and elsewhere through trade, whether anyone likes this or not. The courts, however,
were not established with any quality service or community management interests in mind.

This became blindingly clear to me as a public servant looking at its early computerization.
They moved files so as to disassociate themselves from the outcomes. Jesus, I wept.

Universities, being essentially feudal associations of scholars, are in this driving IT market. In
this context, the far more grounded data operations of those in hospitals are greatly valued
here. As our planes or buildings fall so rarely, I guess what is true in hospitals is also true in
spades for the majority of engineers. It’s just a pity lawyers think they have a right to fuck
around in the middle. Unfortunately, this comes down with Humpty and Alice to who is to
be master of words. Sadly, I fear it will always be a court, which is demonstrably stupid.
In contrast to universities, there are the Australian media saviours who can always meet a
deadline because they must. This is the thing that academia often lacks in my experience of
university management. The latter operates mainly through its disciplinary and family
connexions around the world, starting with related feudal and state operations. These may
appear also centred on military expectations for the future. This is the leading edge?
Back here in Sydney, New Year’s Eve 2017 was fantastic on ABC TV, especially the kids bit. I
can see a glorious future for Kitty Flanagan and Hoot with Asian kids and parents. This is a
sophisticated international children’s educational TV approach which started with Play
School and a secure actor’s job. It is the Australian parents gift which keeps on giving. The
multicultural channels of SBS TV and translation are established to support related trading. I
can’t tell you how much I enjoyed watching this part of the night for the apparent potential.
Recent expansion of ABC free to air TV, including a full-time entertainment and educational
program for children of all ages, provides even much more than that to parents. It is a
national channel, for example, free of product pester and disharmony power in relation to
any fattening, calming or other addictive food, drink, surgery or drugs. These may pose as
healing or enhancing products, with global ramifications which may be sourced and seen or
not. The US market brings the fat global peasant to you by all the usual sporting channels?
Gambling with Jamie Packer, perhaps? Australians should better understand the Chinese
government has thought about such things for longer and harder than us. There are a lot
more of them coming from another base. Packer thought they would leave Macau alone?
The global future of palm oil and sugar production are ideally considered in this context as
the boys are obviously poised at all levels to let the former rip through South East Asia.
Australian national and state newspapers also have high global and related reporting
standards. They should not be spoken of in the same breath with US ‘fake news’ or ‘no
news is good news’ crap, let alone undermine us here. However, I guess Australian TV and
newspaper archives are the richest sources of information and learning for people which
should be opened up better. The tragedy of the typical US IT fragmentation of markets is
overwhelming for the same people, from any view valuing informed or reliable choice. This
is addressed in relation to insurance and all related legal or medical treatments later.
That those shitting openly in the gutter without an I-phone won’t get ahead seems the first
point. Those who love former PM Kevin Rudd, as I do, will recall he said that every child at
school should have a personal computer, and that this was also close to the last global

financial crisis. We regarded this with total amazeballs here, for the first time, in 2008, after
I retired in 2007 and had time to try to look around. That’s virgin stability for you. As we all
know through gritted teeth, it comes through state employment. This is the kind of thing
that could easily be done again, instead of the usual giant edifice to pick us up, for example.
Helen Pitt’s article on how she bought her son an expensive guitar for Christmas which was
stolen next day but which she claimed on insurance to replace by Christmas gives me more
pause for thought than it used to in youth. These clear accounts of life (Sydney Morning
Herald 23-24.12.17, p. 34) contrast with many comparatively sentimental irrelevancies and
complaints which swamp the US nation through the silent or liar’s social marketing pushes.
Pitt shows how to tell an important small story, for many others to follow up, hopefully just
as rationally, in wide varieties of more meaningful context. This is to accompany more
narrowly popular or striving or dumbly empathetic pushes, often favoured in US markets.

I am a grandma who happily cried my way through old ABC TV Eagles and Leonard Cohen
concerts on previous New Year’s Eves. Michaelia Cash couldn’t have done it louder. Try me
with Joni Mitchell and I might slit my wrists. Tell the Canadians to bring it all on. Do Andy
Warhol and the markets herald us Boomers as the end of the canon, in now giving everyone
only 5 minutes while they are alive? Are Train and Bruno Mars disappeared forever with his
monkeys and no choice? Jesus, I hope not. Bring back a representative yearly sample on
free to air TV at least, or grow up and teach or do something else instead later, perhaps.
As an old woman I find some of my greatest pleasures in life are great old movies or TV
footage or programs seen again. The British TV series, Brideshead Revisited, was surely the
greatest in the world and remains so today, in spite of the magnificence of The Sopranos
and Mad Men, or Buddenbrooks, for example. Film has often intensified the splendour of
the 19th Century novel in its concern to explain and give some moral dimension to the world
and the lives of the people within it. This is in order to transform and understand it.
Criticism is related appreciation. As teenage typists we thrilled with Gone with the Wind,
the book and the film together, passing it on. In retirement I saw the film brilliance again.
News, documentary, education and other traded film development are addressed later, in
the context of land and estate projects and insurances. Warning: We talk about Jews a lot.
I guess Canadians beat Australians to good water and land management by miles. We
should understand more about film and related tradable mutually educational goods.
The Australian Government and Australian Law Reform Commission produced interesting
analysis of best directions in Gene Patenting and Human Health, as guides in 2004. Related
simpler approaches to regional development may be found in the national plant breeder’s
rights development directions explained in Productivity Commission examinations of
intellectual property. Essentially, the plant is provided by government to the farmer who
participates in its related development and research, to be made as available as you like.
Judith Shapiro’s book, China’s Environmental Challenges is challenged in this global context.
I prefer Chinese to US government leadership. Only strong tourists stomach this discussion.
(That’s another warning.)

Do old trade hierarchies make much sense in the new world environment? I doubt it. The
Open University on radio and TV in Britain once provided a revolutionary model of distance
education where each person worked under a designated workplace or community tutor.
This may be an education model which works better in citizen science or related projects,
not peer association via IT. The typical big bums on big seats in big tertiary institutions
approach relies too much on narrow urban professional networks to be likely to be good for
the country, in my opinion. Call me a Maoist, but is this view wrong? I’d say it’s unlikely.
Questions after the Chinese Cultural Revolution (1966-76) are addressed later. I now turn to
insurances, leaving more personal matters for the Pet Shop Galah to address at the end.
THE ANSWER TO THREE INQUIRIES INTO INSURANCES AND FUNDS TO BE SHOWN TO ANY
This submission is to three inquiries. It first addresses the Economic References Committee
of the Senate inquiry into the regulatory framework for the protection of consumers,
including small businesses, in the banking, insurance and financial services sector,
including Managed Investment Schemes, with particular reference to its following terms:





Any failures that are evident in the current laws and regulatory framework
The impact of misconduct in the sector on victims and on consumers
The culture and chain of responsibility in relation to misconduct within entities
within the sector
Options to support the prioritization of consumer protection and associated
practices within the sector

The same response outlined and justified below, attached and more broadly and deeply on
www.Carolodonnell.com.au is also provided to the NSW Government Inquiry into
improving workers compensation dispute resolution in NSW.
(This is an open working blueprint. I certainly hope that you can understand it and if not,
that you will definitely say so. We are not out here to fuck around, one always hopes.)
In addition, one addresses the Northern Australia Insurance Inquiry conducted by the
Australian Consumer and Competition Commission (ACCC). Its terms of reference state the
inquiry aims to help to address concerns about insurance affordability, promote more
informed and more competitive insurance markets and make a difference for consumers
in northern Australia. This is a plan. The best of British luck in this direction. Beyond our
insular shores there are billions on our Chinese. You stupid fuckers should wake up and deal
with your lawyers. Get rid of them in the nicest possible way. Didn’t they face this in Fiji?

This submission to three inquiries is because regions of Australia and their locatable actions,
defined as productive or not, are necessarily part of some national picture which is also
globally and locally connected. Australia is ideally directed in this context by UN directions
first taken by the World Health Organization (WHO) and the UN Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization (UNESCO) to rebuild health and heritage of many kinds. All loss

cannot be reduced to money, the typically beloved legal and insurance practice. To do so
often prolongs and intensifies social crisis and breakdown rather than injury prevention or
rehabilitation. The court invites corruption by financial incentives for constant litigation.
This may be less likely to be conducted successfully by the deserving, than by those living on
the common taxpayer’s purse or after being enriched or supported by their common estate.
The attached proposal for shared film development now made to you sought help first from
regional partners and backers with intent to capitalise on China’s digital revolution. This
film is provisionally titled ‘Whither the Party? Education, art and cultural revolutions’.
Related regional approaches to data and film are made attached and were also presented to
the Sydney China Studies Centre collaboration with the University of Sydney Business School
after the event Capitalising on China’s Digital Revolution and to related supporters of
further Australia/China or other open trade relations. The Australian Flying Doctors and
Australian, British and Irish surgeons and others are addressed in related marine and land
estate terms later, for example. So far there has been little comment on the proposals
except from Greens who are no longer in their Party. (This seems a shame. Why is it so?
Do you think it happens to a lot of students or other members of the public or is it just me?)

Like the young soldier in ‘The Discrete Charm of the Bourgeoisie’, I pause here to tell you a
story. At Glebebooks long ago, I purchased a book of historical and feminist writings. One
of them surprisingly had an email address for Bill Gates at Microsoft in it so when I was
trying to get around what seemed like the total idiocy of Sydney University and National
Tertiary Education Union direction, I emailed my teaching plan, with no hope of response, as
usual. Somebody in Bill’s office emailed me back immediately with a form I couldn’t
complete. I emailed back explaining I was a tiny fish without a company but I could send a
proposal to discuss. They said ok go ahead. They then emailed back politely in a week to
say I was too small to bother with. As I had never had such overt attention to my overtures
in Australian academia or in government from any supposed intellectual peers or superiors,
I was overwhelmed with gratitude. Getting any response at all did wonders for my ego.
(Are they always too busy like this or just since the new IT? I dunno, ask the students?)

The Australian regional direction for greater security may be learned from studying reasons
for development in the 1980s of new state workers rehabilitation and insurance funds,
national Medicare funds and industry superannuation funds designed to protect the
Australian people rather than the fund managers. In 1993, Hilmer’s view of competition
was accepted by Heads of Government and aimed at achievement of triple bottom line
accounting. Such competition is designed to achieve environmental and social aims in law
and contract, for example, as well as traditional financials. This regional construction was in
response to state, business and other critique of multiple ineffective and feudally divided
insurance systems to provide health care, to support those disabled or for other benefit.

The laws and regulatory framework of Australia are the result, however, of a feudal history
which has established British and related legal professional privileges above those of science
and the people of Australia and the world, native or not. Mao Zedong thought stands for

the broader and historically connected and grounded global world view taken by Marx and
Engels in the Communist Manifesto and in Capital. This regional perspective, which has also
been tried increasingly in Australia against the odds, allows for planning in the interests of
the people, rather than their rulers and the growing bands of particular hangers on first.

In 1975 Australia was galvanized by the sacking of the Whitlam Labor government which
had expanded more broadly planned approaches to services across the board, starting with
education. Its new national health care scheme was dismantled, (returned in 1985), and its
plans for a national disability insurance scheme were shelved until now. Related tensions
over women’s and minority rights and other environmental concerns were then building to
be reflected in many future state initiatives. These related to anti-discrimination legislation
or other common protections for example. I worked on these matters for most of my life.
I recently sent a related submission to the Public Hearing into Criminal Justice Issues held by
the Royal Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse for example. It is
on www.Carolodonnell.com.au and deals with apparent maltreatment of police as public
servants in a democratic state such as NSW is supposed to be. This is compared, for
example, with Tax Office treatment, where contact and revelation are legally expected.

In the apparently authoritative booklet ‘Defend Yourself: Facing a Charge in Court’, the
public are clearly advised not to defend themselves but to get lawyers to do it. The public
also appear encouraged to refuse to answer police questions and to treat the police as if
they represent adversarial liars. This is in contrast, for example, with the state attitude
taken by the ATO, where taxpayers are expected to respond to questions put to them by the
ATO. Better ways forward than via courts are discussed, including at the Constitutional tops
addressed in ‘Matters of Judgment’ (1978), by John Kerr, former Governor General, and
‘The Money Men: Australia’s 12 Most Notable Treasurers (2015), by Chris Bowen.
Australian law and regulatory frameworks primarily reflect their lawyer driven British
Constitutional assumptions. These, to put it kindly, appear absurd in an era where the
Chinese people can be seen, as they stood up with Mao. In global context the definition of
misconduct in the West is invariably feudally driven by lawyers and their mates who are the
only ones who get to say whose talk matters and whose doesn’t. This system came from
the Crown. Its lawyers, like the mafia, grow stronger every day in pursuing their ridiculous
conclusions on the basis of law, often as narrowly stupid as anti-discrimination laws, instead
of on broader consideration of matters on comparatively broadly understanding grounds.
The culture and chain of responsibility in relation to misconduct within entities is thus
contaminated by effects of the secretive bonds of fellowship, by which the feudal brothers
enhance their family interests. This is assisted by the legal requirements of confidentiality.
This combination commonly also make science in the service of the people far more
difficult. Options to support consumer, business and related environmental protection are

below and attached in related historical and global contexts. Ideally these are regional and
open, not closed and lawyer driven. Do Mao’s Quotations still provide good guidance?

Speaking as a former typist, teacher, public servant and academic, they appear to in
Australia. Attached files offer a related film proposal and film industry analysis designed to
assist the regional processes for managing related environmental and heritage projects.
When one lives on a sparsely peopled US dominated desert like island such as Australia, it is
often hard to comprehend how inherently racist and offensive our colonial assumptions are.
Somebody should remind Chris Patton, the last British Governor of Hong Kong again at least.
You can stick your bourgeois professional family view of rights up your jumper for peasants.

As a grandma now reading ‘The Churchills in Love and War’ by Mary Lovell, for example, I
feel increasingly confirmed in this lifelong view. It was first handed to me, I guess, by my
father, who lived through 2 world wars in Britain, serving in the second. Lovell points out
Winston Churchill’s mother was the first of the Dollar Princesses. These were the women of
rich American fathers who saw their daughters’ marital association with the British landed
gentry, however dissolute the men, as a double family bonus. Winston married an
American heiress too. Through family connexions and Party associations, he played a huge
20th century role in transferring the wealth that went with being in the feudal ruling classes
of empire, into US hands through their related global wars. Hands across the water, etc.

I have also been watching the US documentary ‘The Vietnam War’ based largely on TV news
film footage, high level tapes, and interviews with Vietnam War veterans and others with
direct experience of these US driven events in Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia. Ken Burns and
Lynne Novick appear to have produced an impeccable and devastating historical record. It
leaves me shaking with as much anger at US leadership, as events did when I was sixteen.
Shapiro (2012) calls the Chinese Maoist years of ‘Cultural Revolution’ (1966-76), when youth
and intellectuals were despatched to work in the countryside, ‘one of the most vicious and
tumultuous periods in human history’, (p. 106). She’s got to be kidding? Her book China’s
Environmental Challenges is challenged later in comparative historical terms to reform
insurance and related funds so that they may more easily protect than ravish.

In this global context, consider the Marshall Plan and inherited feudal state limitations in a
European Union driven by state and other political action, as distinct from sensible funding
policy for regional stability and wellbeing. Yanis Varoufakis and Joseph Stiglitz provide
convincing accounts, naturally related to Brexit. Varoufakis does this in ‘And the weak
suffer what they must? On Europe, austerity and the threat to global stability. Stiglitz
employs a more conventionally polite academic approach in The Euro and its threats to the
future of Europe. This is the general context within which this submission also operates in
Keynsian concert where I like Mao best because there are so many Chinese and they have
improved so much so recently. (Pity about the natural environment like in South Korea?)

Travelling in retirement, also with a new appreciation of history through film and personal
experience, one easily sees how historical memory may be a two-edged sword, inflaming
even those who never knew any vaguely comparable misery. The recent US play ‘Bad Jews’,
at the Seymour Centre was also an uncomfortable personal pause for thought, for example.
As a critic observed of all four characters, however. ‘Don’t beat yourself up’. It’s history.
On the other hand, it is amazing to stand for hours in the same Italian museum queue, with
hundreds of impeccably polite and docile people from all over the world, when we all were
impelled by our supposed leaders to be killing each other just two years before my birth.

Construction of IT in institutional and related regional development is addressed below in
the context of the dysfunctional US/Australian relations which the Chinese Government has
rightly called Cold War mentality. Here Australians live as a US client which may easily turn
nasty. China has developed faster in a manner which may help us out of this legal mess.
The draft report of the Independent Review of the NSW Regulatory Policy Framework
(2017), chaired by former Premier Nick Greiner is highly convincing, for example, in claiming
our regulatory system is very dysfunctional for development in the stakeholder interest.

Key argument here is that the media naturally handles dispute far more effectively than the
courts for all involved. I have admired the capacity of SBS Insight to do this for many years.
This is one clear example of the potential for truth seeking in an empathetic manner, which
the court totally lacks for any but the claimed miscreant under normal procedures. Yet by
and large in our society, when it comes to the crunch, the lawyers are the ones counting.
Those with the least bargaining power often lose it first in global economies.
LEARN FROM WORKERS COMPENSATION, MEDICARE AND INDUSTRY SUPERANNUATION
FUND CONSTRUCTION THROUGH THE RELATED GOVERNMENT, BUSINESS AND OTHER
CRITIQUE OF EARLIER SYSTEMS OF PROVISION FOR HEALTH CARE, DISABILITY AND DEATH.
The above direction is supported at www.Carolodonnell.com.au first in lectures at the
Faculty of Health Sciences at Sydney University, under the Learning side-bar on site. I
wanted this openness for my academic work long before Sydney University tried to ram my
setting up a personal blog down my own neck instead. More on wrong US IT driving later.
Basically, the universities appear to be without good concepts of division of labour and any
reasonably intelligent strategic planning and related projects may fall between many stools.
Associations of scholars have morphed over the years into IT driven ones favouring the best
IT performers as disciplinary specialists. This is a dangerous trend for reliable knowledge.
On the other hand, as a teacher I would kill to have the capacities of the young people from
the Australian Bureau of Statistics who came to demonstrate their Census planning powers,
and how they might be used with other data. I have seen similar US product for hospitals
demonstrated and wept because of an apparently retail like approach to data. This is
discussed later in relation to the apparently typical Silicon Valley view of it (TAVISH)(?).

Shapiro’s China’s Environmental Challenges is discussed and challenged first, however, for
its apparent lack of any key project management perspective to pass on. She teaches in the
Global Environmental Politics program in the School of International Service at American
University. She does not advise on project management, although working towards some
grounded construction to support work and learning is surely the shared point.
IT and film construction for better regional and project management are addressed later
and attached. This also starts from the public right to know what is done with the money
wielded by the state which represents the sum of the collective labour. In Australia, strata
plan management, for example, presents real estate as an interesting community node for
potentially better management and development of land and property in many areas.
Shapiro should read Mao for direction in her subject. The key point is not to theorize or
dictate but to change some more broadly considered matter for the better, with a particular
aim in mind to benefit those who are stakeholders in the project. Stockholders often
appear as part of the group. For this or any matter to be known about to learn more, it is
ideally opened up more broadly for action to fulfil clear, regionally defined contract aims.
As she spent so many years in China and married a Chinese man, it is disappointing Shapiro
doesn’t tackle Mao’s direction in Quotations to compare it with whatever they might come
up with in the Global Environmental Politics program at the School of International Service
at American University, where she works. She appears to join fashionable US condemnation
of Mao divorced from global historical context. This shows a lack of imagination, to put it
mildly. Mao’s was an era in which social management concerns for gigantic populations just
emerged from global and civil war, often homeless and starving, necessarily replaced
environmental concerns for wellbeing in future generations. Their policies raised the world.
A film project and film industry reform are addressed attached to challenge Australians and
others with some damaging US misconceptions about life. Little comparative product or
service capacity but plentiful prediction based on opaque and fanciful measurement bereft
of understanding of the historical and regional context seems their usual research hallmark.
This mainly seems designed to sell software and build related professional empires based on
market assumptions which may appear in hindsight as repeatedly discredited self-serving.
IT development directions are addressed again later in related management contexts.
TRADITIONAL INSURANCE IS A POOR WAY TO MANAGE REGIONAL FUNDS FROM ANY
HONEST CONSUMER, BUSINESS, RESIDENTIAL OR RELATED GOVERNMENT INTEREST
THESE ARE LESSONS AUSTRALIA KNEW BY THE 1980S, BY BETTER MANAGEMENT IN
HEALTH CARE FIRST, ACCOMPANIED BY THE DEVELOPMENT OF WORKER PROTECTION AT
WORK AND IN INDUSTRY SUPERANNUATION FUNDS DESIGNED IN THE INTERESTS OF THE
RETIRING BENEFICIARIES AND ALL AUSTRALIANS. THESE FUNDS HAVE CONSISTENTLY
OUTPERFORMED THE FUND MANAGEMENT COMPETITION, WHILE PROVIDING THE
POTENTIAL FOR FUND DIRECTION IN THE INTERESTS OF THE BENEFICIARIES, AS DISTINCT
FROM THE FUND MANAGERS. CONSTRUCT INSURANCES IN THIS GENERAL DIRECTION.

DATA DRIVEN POLICY AND PRACTICE TO PREVENT INJURY AND TO REHABILITATE
AFTERWARDS ARE MOST NECESSARY NOW TO PREVENT THE CORRUPTION CONSTANTLY
DRIVEN BY THE DOMINANT CYCLES OF DESTRUCTION AND REBUILDING IN THE MARKET.
OUR DIRECTION IS DESIGNED WITH MORE OPEN RELATIONSHIPS. IF YOU DON’T LIKE
CHINA, TRY SINGAPORE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF OPENLY RELATED PROJECT APPROACHES.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES ARE ADDRESSED LATER IN RELATED FREE TO AIR TV AND
FILM INDUSTRY CONTEXTS. THE CHINESE APPEAR ALONE TO BE WILLING TO FACE THE
RAMIFICATIONS OF POPULATION HONESTLY IN POLICY, ON A CASE BY CASE BASIS. LISTEN.
ANY WOMAN WHO CANNOT LOOK AFTER HERSELF CANNOT BE EXPECTED TO BE ABLE TO
LOOK AFTER HER CHILDREN PROPERLY, LET ALONE WORK WELL IN THE GARDEN OR
ELSEWHERE TO PRODUCE, SOCIALLY OR OTHERWISE. SUCH FATALISTIC ACCEPTANCE OF
THE RESULT WHENEVER IMPREGNATED BY A MAN IS A RECIPE FOR MALE CORRUPTION.
(Nevertheless, the Pope’s recent encyclical on the environment Laudato Si, also appears an
excellent guiding start for many Australian environment protection efforts as this nation has
had very strong church connexions with Irish and European Catholics for so many years.)
The poor design of Australian film and of much driving IT production may be handily
contrasted with the alternative development views of Mao Zedong, discussed in a film
proposal attached. In regional terms, Australian sport needs to be conceptualised as part of
recreation which is more broadly designed to improve fitness and enjoyment, rather than
driving it with golf and football. Australia has a government funded free to air TV spine of
global, local, and reliable information that it may easily destroy in becoming a US clone
through IT. Sport will do it. I took this up with surgeons and others in many work and
community arenas. See below and www.Carolodonnell.com.au under the Heritage Way.

The welfare state is the historical advance on feudal operation which allows it’s plans to be
partially met, but still largely in legal hands at the dictation of lawyers, who operate on
closed and adversarial grounds, which value lawyers and associated interests, rather than
the search for truth. Australian producers have shown and sought more stable post-war
ways ahead, against US and related ruling financial forces. Since the end of the Whitlam
government this general desire for greater stability was made clear first in redesign of
workers compensation systems in an attempt to meet rehabilitation needs after injury
better, and in related fund management roles. These are designed to reduce fund and
other losses to the injured and to the intended and related potential or actual fund
beneficiaries. Thus, we have a lot in common and disputes are best treated not in legal
adversarial controls.

Disaster, disability and related product or service insurance of many kinds are ideally viewed
more broadly and regionally for gathering more useful, reliable data on service. The fund
administrators ideally provide services under managed competition in governance
arrangements designed to give consumer and business operations greater stability,
comparability and cost reduction. This regional management approach to competition is

also to pursue community and individual wellbeing and business interests in growth more
easily, because of their potential to operate in more widely and accurately informed ways.
Insurance is ideally designed so the single claimant can be consistently identified in their
relevant historical and regional contexts - a particular workplace or home, for example.

From broader practical and theoretical perspectives than the normally academic, the
regional analysis and practice ideally supported by the World Health Organization (WHO)
and the UN Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) appear also to invite
major advances on the feudal way of thought. The feudal way is lawyer led and designed to
be closed or lying on family matters so as to support this whenever it suits the insurer or any
opposing client. Land and housing construction, strata management and insurance matters
are addressed in related regional contexts briefly later and on www.Carolodonnell.com.au
Ideally, we no longer envisage ourselves as protecting the Crown or in battle with the state.
The brilliant clarity of Weber’s writings will offer anybody plentiful and related direction.
One also works in broad agreement with Ross Gittens economic policy direction described in
his Sydney Morning Herald article entitled ‘Keynes or Keynesian so much more than a
swear word (SMH 30-31.12.17, Business p. 2). Australia embraced the general approach,
but Weber or JK Galbraith or good biographies appear easier to understand because the
directions are unclouded by numbers derived for the primary benefit of a particular set.

Shapiro reports that China’s elder intellectual statesmen claim almost all of China’s
environmental problems can be traced to overpopulation, whether in relation to land
availability, degradation of forests and grasslands or scarcity of water, minerals and energy
(p. 34). Qu Gepin is said, for example, to take a ‘practical if utilitarian view’ of conserving
such resources as grasslands, forests and minerals through improved population control,
efficiency and education. I guess I take Qu’s view over Shapiro’s, on the assumption that it
is less driven by theoretical and professional ideologies of production, starting in lawyers
and their more narrowly academic or professional consorts, a bit like Shapiro herself.
She points out, for example, that if China is to correct its dangerous consumer and product
safety situation, there must be access to information through honest labelling as well as a
legal system capable of redressing harm and enabling Chinese citizens to gain insight over
public health and safety (p. 40). Challenges for all regions are addressed here in Australian
contexts and in their related trading relations. Insurance is found to be a pre-welfare state
financial protection structure. It often offers comparatively little protection, long after the
adversarial court event, for the constant premium necessarily provided to the insurer, via
the brokers who first take their substantial cut of the growing premium payments pool.
When poor managers go bust in corrupt regimes, better managers get the knock-on effect.

Paul Collier’s, The Bottom Billion; Why the Poorest Countries are Failing and What Can Be
Done About it and Dambisa Moyo’s ‘Dead Aid’ Why Aid is not working and how there is
another way for Africa appear equally bleakly unpromising to me. They miss honesty in not
treating the reasons and effects of far higher levels of rural reproductive activity in post-

colonial states. This is not consistent with maintenance of more productive state norms
designed to serve the people. The incentives of elections are for the feudal family to get the
money out as a war chest to reward the related family interests at home when the right
time comes. Will it be another turf war over diminishing desert ground and water or just an
election? Whatever it is, the soldiers always prefer to bomb and kill the peasants down the
pecking order, not each other in a growing torched desert, then go. It’s a 20 th Century
thing? Africa has some great newspapers. I guess the normal IT routes will screw the lot
unless something can be done through more open and stable community management.

Chinese environmental law commenced in 1979 at the beginning of the post-Mao reform
era where the Environmental Protection Law of the People’s Republic of China laid out
responsibilities for pollution prevention and resource use (Shapiro, 2012, p. 65.) The
government established basic institutions, giving the Ministry of Construction (now Ministry
of Housing and Urban-Rural Development) a major role. On paper, and in their uneven
practice, Chinese and Australian environmental legislation appears to have similar origins in
international agreements which have developed many common aspirations, albeit often
undermined in sectional driving practice. Shapiro quotes the Chinese proverb ‘the heavens
are high and the emperor is far away’. Australians are apt to remark that all politics is local.
Since retirement from paid work I never forget, for example, that I’m living in Glebe strata,
rather than in the Australian desert conditions which have produced much common wealth.

This submission explores principles for managing the affairs of stakeholders for any of the
multitudes living in common on regional plots, in opaque markets. It considers IT, free to air
TV and film design attached in this context. This is to achieve regional goals Australia has
supposedly signed up to in project management arrangements which are ideally regionally
based and ongoing or not, in widely and openly consultative ways. Inquiries are useful but
the big problem is that as soon as they are finished older legal prescriptions again take over.

It was only in the late 19th century, for example, that the word Prime Minister replaced the
term Lord of the Treasury, according to Mary Lovell’s ‘The Churchills in Love and War. The
expectation that money must be got for personal injury by legal suit alone first ended with
the development of related welfare reforms. Instructively, this often began with armies and
workers compensation as comparatively automatic pension forms of upkeep delivered after
injury without necessity to prove fault first in court. The assumption up until this late 19 th
century development was that the worker naturally took upon himself the risks of any paid
work when he first took it up. This is like Voltaire’s Dr Pangloss, in the assumption of the
perfect market in which everything turns out for the best in the best of all possible worlds.
(It only happens when you are running the joint and able to screw down the rest?)

Weber’s writings on related feudal town and rural social structures, including the growing
bureaucracies and professionals which serve them are clear and relevant today. One
assumes this is also consistent with Keynes economic direction which I have tried to read
without understanding the figures. Historically, social control starts off with religious and

philosophical figures and with numbers. Keynes was produced by and necessarily played to
his Cambridge gallery, which served an essentially aristocratic or wealthy male clientele.

Australians should see and meet the more reliable development potential inherent in its
comparatively global, stable and honest national TV and other news, information and
related statistical environments, addressed attached. The case is that current tax incentives
for film production coupled with unrealistic state requirements for any film production that
takes place, are dysfunctional from broader views of the potential information, education
and management benefits which other forms of regional, rather than occupational alliances
could provide for all. Such matters are also addressed with reference to definitions and
identification of corruption, as distinct from bad or good luck, perhaps, in any context where
God spins the wheel. One naturally seeks consideration of these matters in more rationally
connected and data driven ways. These are ideally designed to be as broadly and widely
accessible and reliable as possible, with the potential for variable delivery and assessment
from the normally expected, to gain more national or other democratic input and control.

Insurance long predates the welfare state. The Lord, his friends seeking their fortunes and
the lending or risk underwriting Jewish banker are staples of Shakespeare’s trading time.
They were more effectively integrated into normal national and international practice after
the European Holocaust led in Germany, as part of the latest international reconstruction of
the former colonial powers. This included establishment of the UN and the International
Declaration of Human Rights, which also incorporated earlier International Labour
Organization directions, well or not. Anti-discrimination legislation acts in labelling groups
often supposed to have an identity of interest in medico-legal process, including in court.
Thus, it is easily turned into the noxious tool of highly privileged lawyers, acting expensively
against more broadly grounded evidence and common sense. Are we stuck with this lot?

The regional approach to managed funds which is used by Australian Medicare, however, is
designed to produce greater stable wellbeing than insurance under earlier typical state and
market conditions. Insurance is monetary protection paid in the form of continuing
premium against future potential or actual loss. This premium pool is dipped into, for
example, to pay an apparently injured person, or in the related course of claims about some
faulty production of goods or services. Suit against the supposed producer is normally a
game for very deep pockets where taxpayers may foot a lot of legal costs. Typically, the
premium can only operate on behalf of the supposed beneficiary as a result of legal suit, for
example. This appears a structure to award the prize, purely in monetary form, mainly to
court administrators, the already wealthy and/or the corrupt repeat litigant. Insurers
typically compete on premium price. Some fail when the market turns and offload costs of
their failure onto multitudes of others, with lawyers secretly managing the affairs of all.

Insurance lingers opaquely and expensively on without providing much at all where it may
be most needed or most deserving, while providing many with criminal or civil incentives for
corruption. To him that hath shall more be given, as usual. The system is also open to huge

financial instability, corruption and loss of funds for many of the most deserving managers
when international underwriting and related insurance fund management cycles turn. Then
the larger endangered group may manage affairs by paying debts late or not paying at all.

Why give the original and continuing premium to an underwriting insurer? The alternative
is for government and related communities to own and manage the premium funds pool
using the degree of competition between the pool service administrators which seems to
work best in the national and personal resident or other deemed beneficiary interest.

Australian Medicare is far from perfect. However, Medicare provides the basic principles for
regional fund structures more attuned to the protection of total population health. This
occurs through the developing capacity for learning from illness and injury data from birth,
to identify and discourage the most apparently undesirable and unnecessary forms of risk
taking in any regional production. From this view, reliable data is vital for driving state and
other activity trying to improve health in many ways to reduce the normal costs of life. IT
and Australian regional information and learning systems are address in such contexts later.

Traditional forms of insurance benefit, premium and pooled funds without strong state
backing are driven opaquely and expensively by market forces. These are composed of
insurance companies, brokers and other financial services engaged increasingly in global
competition to increase the premium pool by widening or multiplying price competition.
This is typically in a growing range of global and apparently competitive but opaque financial
environments, at least until financial crises and crashes. Then the best managers may be
easily subjected to the failure of the highest risk takers and related fraudulent manipulators.
The lawyers of insurance companies and the injured claimants may appear arrayed on many
sides of any dispute, whatever the treatment merits in clear and broadly grounded logic, not
law. The costs of these disputes, without the fund backing to cover them, also fuel crises.
Insurance gives many poor incentives which may undermine better managers of risk and
related funds in any welfare state or regional environment. This is especially so in any state
which never recognizes there can be too much provider competition from all quarters,
exponentially multiplying competitive provider cost and related risk. Then comes the global
crash where only lawyers and a corrupt or lucky few may be unscathed. Instability is fearful.
Essentially, insurance is thus a pre-welfare state financial protection structure which lingers
opaquely and expensively on without providing much at all where it may be needed most.
To him that hath shall more be given, as usual. The system is open to huge financial
instability, corruption and loss of funds to the most apparently deserving and stable. The
cost of actions related to catastrophe anywhere may be felt by many better managers.
HEY YOU MASTERS OF WAR: A NEW IT EPOCH SPEECH FROM THE PETSHOP GALAH

On behalf of many men, I guess, I write in constant protest against the shrinkage of the
female role with which I am expected to pretend to have sympathy, if not identify exactly.
If a woman can’t stand up to a surgeon to protect her patient, for example, she may be little
use as a worker. Thus, Julia Baird and her Xmas TV panel appear more like irritating lawyer’s
dummies in global financial context. Why won’t they face the regional reality of which they
are a part with kids? They know not to bite the finger that raised them to lie and ignore?
The US Silicon Valley world view which is increasingly driving in Australia is discussed later.
The Valley view appears to favour the advertising and exchange of any product or service, in
which we are expected to be endlessly selling ourselves to each other. These products or
services must usually also be got first in as many ways as possible to compete. The Valley
view seeks for things and people to be always replaced in work in many broadening forms of
global family over-production. Without an effective state narrative, Australian policy pivot
seems impossible and disappointment in oneself assured by the market there to fix you up.
Under such conditions the giant forces for desertification advance more rapidly than ever.
The same destruction of forests for palm oil creates the increasingly obese global peasant.
In a global IT and related Australian free to air TV context, I am forever grateful to the
men who taught me a little about insurance and fund management. God knows I would
never have picked it up on my own. Now read on and see related regional discussions
attached on www.Carolodonnell.com.au) This is the WHO and UNESCO support direction.
An article in the Australian Financial Review (AFR 21.12.17, p.38) by Con Frantzeskos, CEO
and founder of global growth consultancy PENSO, was entitled ‘Why Rupert is still in the
news’. It introduced me to the concept of TAVISH (text, audio, video, images, software
and hardware). Frantzeskos claims the Valley ‘has not mastered TAVISH’. I’m not surprised.

These seem crazy operational categories from a development view which values reliable
and cost-effective services to any people. I naturally take the grandma’s WHO and UNESCO
leadership role in this discussion, which many doctors and others have also tried to embody
in their practice, often against the market odds. Surely Australian Flying Doctors and their
supporters have a lot to offer globally in desert living and mining, etc. This is ideally against
all the market forces rapidly turning the world into more of a global boys’ desert. Related
discussions appear below with Australian and other surgeons to gain better direction.
(As you may guess, I know nothing about IT. I would be grateful for other perspectives on
the theoretical assumptions and likely outcomes of Frantzeskos views, such as those below.)
He claims media baron Rupert Murdoch has been in the distribution game and created
channels to distribute content. (Those of us who think of channels in the context of TV may
be confused by this different usage, where the word ‘channels’ apparently covers a much
wider and commonly cloudier variety of contact and distribution in their defining scope.
This word amnesia is the US lying and abusive stock in trade. Ask Woz about details?
Frantzeskos goes on to explain about channels:

As much as people talk about digital disruption, epochal changes have as yet only
occurred in channels, not in content.
According to him and presumably Silicon Valley:
Channels change on a daily basis; they get drastically cheaper as digital packets
replace physical ones. Content and products are only marginally cheaper to
produce, and are only in six formats (TAVISH – text, audio, video, images, software
and hardware).
The Valley looks for scale, and distribution channels allow for scale. Content can
scale (via channels) but the upside isn’t as large, as content has subjective
audiences, whereas channels are more agnostic.

Surely this is God’s own total Valley rubbish? Ask him to explain and justify it better. Did
they forget the military origins of the internet, while turning the legacy to sludge from any
rational approach to human development beyond the forces of family and its markets?
This TAVISH ''Valley" view of life which sounds like crap to me sits beside the UNSW VC's
perfectly sensible article calling for a comprehensive review of universities after their recent
budget gutting (AFR, 21.12.17, p.39). Related discussions of film are at
www.Carolodonnell.com.au under the Heritage Way side bar, after the picture titled ‘Art
and life’ and before the picture of a baby born into waiting community hands.
VC Ian Jacobs seems right, but surely one would need rocks in one’s head to let Frantzeskos
or his Valley views like the above lead Australian institutions anywhere. However, the US IT
focus powerfully drives the dominating US news and other IT view of life – simple minded
advertising product also called news and sport and gambling of all types for big fat people.
Their media then blame the same people for making stupid choices after the way they have
been sewn up in the dark. The US seems to have nothing like the ABC or SBS TV or other
information moral compass. I saw the results in New York in 2010, sickened by the lot.
The PM and others like Peter Fitzsimons, etc. should ask Murdoch what he thinks on such
matters as are addressed in these two AFR articles, and tell us clearly. IT writers must
make clearer sense. Given his historical family background, entrepreneurial and news
experience, Rupert Murdoch must be one of the most intellectually sophisticated people
in the world. Ask him how he wants to leave it and see if his argument about how to do
so is generally persuasive. If you can’t understand it say so, or you may be lost forever.
As I wrote to the guy who now manages my website in Nambour, Queensland, for example:
If you say my website has TVI and that I (my website being I) am the channel, then
this seems like history starting from my website and incorporating me and TV into it.

Why does my website only have TVI? Does it have TV2 or TV3? (Is this a cable TV
channel moving concept, perhaps?)
This seems a new history without history, with search engine optimization methods
becoming the main game to which the rest of us are being subjected.
I am not sure what you might mean by 'the sorry state of the internet'. However, it
seems important to find out the ways in which it might be found most sorry.
I assume the internet had state origins in war which are not reflected in the TAVISH account.
The US rulers use their power against the people primarily to suit themselves again. Ask
Woz about it at UTS if you can find him. Or does he just drop in to pick up the cheques?
As an artist, expressing the repressed according to Australian cartoonist, Leunig on ABC TV
with Jane Hutcheon, whom I love to bits, I totally take my hat off to Maurice Guest as
Australia’s finest novel ever. It knocked my socks off at thirty and did so again at seventy.
Let’s have a competition and film it. This is my latest great idea. Where are the fucking
staff? Dear God, make them all different, as distinct from all the same plus a tea room. The
company of supposedly like-minded colleagues is often the stupidest collection of expertise.

I revert to an Italian Marxist motto of my youth, ‘Do everything and some of it will work’. It
is against the many stultifying effects of overregulation in the current Australian systems, as
also commented on in the Australian context by former Premier Nick Greiner, in the
Independent Review of the NSW Regulatory Policy Framework (2017) which he chaired.

Collective operations often drive me nuts for good reasons of project governance. It seems
clear, for example, that the strata manager should bear the main call for matters at this
place, St James Court, taking advice from any informed corner she likes and can justify. She
may not be over the whole plot by a long way, but knows a lot more than any single interest
group. She can also be disputed and knows it. In good societies disputes are best solved
openly to learn. This is the WHO and UNESCO direction we seek globally. Tell Silicon Valley.

Taking a leaf out of Annabel Crabb’s excellent TV program on cooking, I am also hoping for a
new TV program called Confessions in 2018. I could point out why I should have married
Mike Stuchbury, AFR editor, for example. I feel sure many of you have old stories like that,
not just Tony Abbott. Bring them out and we will all roll round on the floor laughing as
usual. This may be a headline event for new and more sustainable directions partly got by
calling them global civilian reparations, late after global war events such as the Vietnam
War, etc. How would you expect the peasants of Myanmar and Bangla Desh to feel about
each other when they are reproducing so fast while running out of land to feed them? If
Australians are running out of patience with too many charitable causes I’m not surprised.

Let me end on a personal note to all the men I have ever been close to since primary school
when I say along with Gigi, ‘How grand you were. How young and gay. A prince of love in
every way. Argh yes, I remember it well. (For Christ’s sake what’s wrong with your fingers?)
Have a good break and see related discussions below with doctors and in regard to the land
and Marine Estate Management Strategy, addressed below as well as for film attached.
Cheers Carol
Hi Flying Doctors
LET US GO WITH THE SONG (WE ARE ONE BUT WE ARE MANY) AND BUGGER THE BRITS
AND THE CONSTITUTION?
I really like your work and site a lot, particularly in comparison with the Association of
Surgeons of Great Britain and Ireland, which lies in suggesting it is possible to email
members of the Secretariat or the organization as a whole. Why do they do that? It seems
unbelievably wrong to me to act as that kind of tricky closed shop. Australia often appears a
comparative bastion of leading common sense, especially as I've seen your organization on
TV and at Broken Hill and Alice Springs. It is great to see your good work and I draw your
attention to the regional policy direction I was trying to develop in film in relation to the
email below and in proposals attached.
Cheers and best wishes, Carol O'Donnell, St James Court, 10/11 Rosebank St., Glebe,
Sydney 2037 www.Carolodonnell.com.au
TO TC AND THE ASSOCIATION OF SURGEONS OF GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND ET AL.
SADLY, I KNEW HIM ONLY ON AN ON-THE-GO MID-JUNE 2017 SOUTH KOREAN EXPRESS
TOUR AND THEN ONLY AS TC: (WE CERTAINLY COMPARED A LOT. IT WAS TERRIFIC.)
PLEASE FIND HIM AND SAY MERRY CHRISTMAS WITH LOTS OF SNOW FROM DESPERATELY
SEEKING CAROL, PEDDLING A MOVIE DEAL FOR LOTS OF FELLOWS JUST LIKE YOU AND
YOURS (SEE REGIONAL COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTION ATTACHED AND PLEASE HELP.)
(If you can’t be a sage be a grandma is my thoughtful Australian Christmas tip to you.)
Check me out on www.Carolodonnell.com.au or at St James Court, Glebe, Sydney.
I was thrilled to meet TC on the South Korean Express Tour (17-25 June 2017) as I found we
talked as colonial products with great interest about everything under the sun, including
long descriptions of movie plots and off-the-cuff quotes from Paul Simon to illustrate life.
As I recall TC was a later life surgeon who specialised in addressing crushed limbs and other
common machine or birth injuries. He was of Chinese heritage born in Malaysia, trained in
Britain and travelled all over the world, including Australia, in his work. Unfortunately, I

don’t have TC’s full name or address. This is why I seek to approach him through you, with
similar interests. Attachments argue particulars of our democratic case for film practice.
I am an Australian who came from Southend on Sea to settle in Queensland in 1953. See
more about my employment and teaching history with lectures I gave over eleven years at
the Faculty of Health Sciences at Sydney University on www.Carolodonnell.com.au Feel free
to question TC about me. I hope he is well and enjoying his practice and other interests. I
hope that he and you support this WHO and UNESCO service policy direction Australian
governments have sought to implement for many years against many professional odds.
We are conflicted about our Constitution. It has given us good order but seems out of date.
(Fathers are often like that in thinking they may found forever. Forget it and forge a path in
film. From this Marxist grandma’s perspective, Mao was absolutely right. (Call it 70%?)
The aim of the proposed film making ventures addressed attached, is to stress the
importance of relating regional and historical approaches to development and fund
management on land or water. In Australia, one recommends broader focus on local
government, digitization and issues of association in key film and report on land or water
matters. We seek to become members of the new partnerships established with the
Minister for Regional New South Wales. Invest in film. How do we relate better openly in
development matters to deliver the nurturing beauty of the peasant lands and heritage
which everybody values? (We get the bastards to pick up their rubbish first to move up. If
you are living in the city and you can’t pick up properly after your dog, we don’t want you.)
In the attached file On Film and Strata, I pursue director Bruce Beresford (Breaker Morant,
Driving Miss Daisy, etc.), former Senator Sam Dastyari, and many others to join more
broadly educational movie directions with an opening movie entitled ‘’Whither the Party:
Education, Art and Cultural Revolutions”. (I know TC is heavily into film and song in his
heart, as I am too, of course. We are one, but we are many, etc. etc. etc. Shanghai artist,
Liu Dahong, knows about it too. This film direction is to forge more open cultural relations.)
Former PM, Kevin Rudd, put forward the key challenges for the Digital Dividend Direction.
This regional development approach first emphasises the importance of learning in practice
not merely in theory which may become increasingly opaque and expensively confining.
The file Books, pictures and their communication, discusses this Maoist educational film
and development strategy further. I first proposed it after seeing Raoul Peck’s movies on
Marx and Engels and on James Baldwin at the Sydney Film Festival (2017). His approach
embodies a cultural development philosophy which appears highly valuable anywhere as a
means of promoting many forms of related personal development. The Australian film
industry appears driven by dysfunctional US and national design of industry incentives and
disincentives, from more rationally benign appreciations of production and services.
Intellectual property is ideally re-conceptualised in regional and personal ways for effect.
Let some of us follow Raoul Peck’s approach to the canon at least. As a grandma I try to.
In an earlier file Art Film Planning the proposed film ‘Whither the Party” is justified in
comparative education and development terms as a key film undertaking in the broadly

international, regional and local terms in which the driving digital revolution now also
appears as a key part. This is ideally developed attached in local small business and other
service contexts of the Marine Estate Management Strategy and in related estates on land.
In Australia, the voluntary organization Bush Heritage gives a clearly directed light to work.
Achieving national or other regional wellbeing depends on realizing Australia’s natural
comparative advantages in Asia. These are its peculiar natural and historic variation from
the rest, with comparatively democratic expectations, with high standards of peaceful
wellbeing. We may appear a bit like the shy platypus for example. Don’t wipe us out. The
Australian plant breeders’ rights direction superficially appears most apt for common
development. In this, as I understand it, the plant is provided directly to the farmer who is
also involved in its research and benefits from the product knowledge and experience.
One recommends broadening standards and associations based on the common Australian
communications spine of preferred local and foreign content, as delivered by ABC and SBS
TV, radio and national newspapers, for example. These often also had original BBC roots.
Recent expansion of free to air TV made circumstances ripe for regional direction that it
would surely be sinful not to take up. Digital Dividend Directions are discussed further in
the context of heritage and related regional protections on www.Carolodonnell.com.au
I recall Dee Madigan’s view, as stated on Gruen on ABC TV, that Australian development is
ideally about building brand, earning trust and being reliable. This advice is designed in
related regional directions which are ideally also advanced in Australian government and
other approaches to health and aged care, disability provision, land, garden and housing
care etc. In this approach, writing and pictures may lead on TV or in related media to
promote national minimum standards of service delivery where this matters most, while
openly advancing additional or alternative delivery and choice in many cases.

I thought SBS media, for example, gave better guidance than my former employer Sydney
University, which appeared too feudally bound in ethics. Given the long British historical
heritage and the colonial clientele of such organizations this is surely not surprising. I urge
you as fellows to take regional planning directions better in harmony with the apparently
approved general directions of the state which ideally seeks to be democratic and caring of
future generations. Ask TC about me or see more on this on www.Carolodonnell.com.au .

Marxist grandmas, like Engels, start asking about babies and where the money will come
from to keep them first. This leads to a completely different kind of rhetoric than the
conventional human rights rhetoric to which most of us in Australia have now been
thoroughly exposed. From murdering, starving and maiming Vietnamese peasants their
children and their teeming fellows, while poisoning their lands, we did it supposedly as they
were poised to overrun us. We have seamlessly morphed, in the dominant human rights
ideology of my working life, into disgust at China’s one child policy, also on the grounds of
human rights. (Folks are dumb where I cum frum, etc. etc. Nevertheless, we enjoy it. When I

see documentaries of what we have done to others in Asia, I urge the comparison on
aborigines. When I hear calls for compensation now I also think about the cost of lawyers.)

Surely good media policy starts with more open knowledge production and dissemination
with more broadly defined and linked intellectual property ownership and use approaches?
As a Marxist grandma I believe and tried to help this happen in government. Australian
health care experts like Stephen Duckett, appear key informants. Check out Ingrid Van
Beek, George Rubin and others for advice on this for example. In youth my revolutionary
slogan was ‘Try everything and some of it will work”. State government taught me the
requirements of the regional stakeholder model of corporate planning for the named
beneficiaries, in which stockholders may also be included, rather than driving the broader
planning process. This becomes bogged down, however, in top-heavy regulation. The
Australian film industry described attached is a key example. Fix it up broadly.
The regional policy and development direction, based on ABC or SBS TV or other practice,
appears comparatively well designed in the public interest. Film industry alternative driving
appears to support entertainment for financial gain first; strangling other production
through unrealistic specifications which may also lead unhindered to a lot of corruption.
Common film conditions appear to be outcomes of foreign market and related tax and
employment protection routes mainly driven by US interests. These have demonstrably
failed the truth already in US health care and in other protection and reporting on the
ground. For example, the US Constitution assumes guns keep the US home safe from
intruders, whereas the reverse is the case. Specifically, guns in the US home kill members of
the family at a far faster rate than anywhere else in the developed world. No kidding. The
time to break-up or reform with the routine US driving relations appears long overdue. I say
this also after having watched the US documentary ‘’The Vietnam War: Hell Come to
Earth” on SBS TV again recently. This history is based on camera news footage and taped
high-level phone conversations at the time. The evil the US has wrought on Asians seems
hard for many to comprehend. How else can an outsider explain such cruel, evil behaviour?
Please tell TC I throw myself at his knees and beg for all your help. I feel sure to be grateful
for anything suggested. A Marxist grandma of seventy speaks. (Shut up and listen?)
Anyhow, Happy Xmas to TC and you from Oz. Please consider my proposal. Cheers Carol
St James Court, 10/11 Rosebank St., Glebe, Sydney 2037 www.Carolodonnell.com.au
DON’T FLY ME TO THE MOON (FILM AND WRITE WITH ME ON LAND OR SEA INSTEAD)
KEY RESPONSE TO THE DRAFT MARINE ESTATE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY 2018-2028

Carol O’Donnell, St James Court, 10/11 Rosebank St., Glebe, Sydney 2037
www.Carolodonnell.com.au

This response to the draft Marine Estate Management Strategy (2018-2028) attaches
regional directions in proposals for Australian film-making addressed in files attached.
THE AIM ISTO STRESS THE IMPORTANCE OF RELATING REGIONAL AND HISTORICAL
APPROACHES TO DEVELOPMENT AND FUND MANAGEMENT ON LAND OR WATER
ONE RECOMMENDS BROADER FOCUS ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT, DIGITIZATION AND
ISSUES OF ASSOCIATION IN KEY FILM AND REPORT ON LAND OR WATER MATTERS
WE SEEK TO BECOME MEMBERS OF THE NEW PARTNERSHIPS ESTABLISHED WITH
THE MINISTER FOR REGIONAL NSW, JOHN BARILARO. INVEST IN FILM.

See related reasons later and attached, using the chosen and directed trading examples.
One assumes recent NSW laws to provide incentives for collaboration in regional NSW are
ideally also linked in regional recycling approaches to discussion by Anthony Pratt, Executive
Director of Visy Industries, on how to create jobs and investment. His article ‘Super fund
lending would create jobs” is contained in the Sydney Morning Herald (SMH 28.11.17, p. 19)
The draft Marine Estate Management Strategy (2018-2028) states the strategy responds to
the priority threats identified in NSW by the NSW Marine Estate Threat and Risk Assessment
Final Report. It supposedly provides an overarching framework to coordinate the
management of the marine estate as a single continuous system over the next ten years.
This appears to override particular state interests to put them instead into wider regional
planning contexts, of which particular states represent vital but partial interests, globally
and locally. The draft Strategy includes eight management initiatives. One wonders how
these are expected to be administered. The Sydney Morning Herald article entitled “Laws
allow collaboration in Regional NSW” is discussed in related regional funding contexts later
(SMH 7.11.17, p. 27). The Minister for Regional NSW, John Barilaro, said the NSW
government would provide seed funding of $3.3 million to support councils choosing to
become a member of a new joint organization, according to this vital change report. How?
The eight management initiatives in the draft Marine Estate Management Strategy outlined
below are seen first, however, in the light of conclusions of the draft report of the
Independent Review of the NSW Regulatory Policy Framework (2017) chaired by former
Premier Nick Greiner. The eight management initiatives on land and water, unavoidably
shared by multiple diverse regulatory authorities and state inhabitants or workers, will be:


Improving water quality and reducing litter



Sustainable coastal use and development for healthy habitats



Planning for a changing climate



Protecting the cultural values of the marine estate



Reducing impacts on wildlife



Sustainable fishing and aquaculture



Enabling safe and sustainable boating



Improving governance and enhancing social and economic benefit

One logically looks, on my regionally ignorant basis, at a place like Byron Bay or the
Whitsundays, etc. and says what would achieve the goals above in the regional context I
inhabit? This is a different, broader and more informative management approach to a
normal tick a box on each line item, or to comparatively mindless voting as friendships or
other associations might dictate. As I became more aware of what association for more
sustainable development may mean, I have been trying to learn about it for myself through
involvement in the strata management committee where all of us may want very different
things. I took this management responsibility consciously only in 2007, after I retired,
although I have sat on the strata committee since 1995. The strata manager, as an
experienced piggy in the middle of a lot of comparatively divergent interests, is much wider.

In strata living we are dedicated by legislation to protection of the building, relatively
disconnected by by-laws from broader social and environmental missions like the goals
outlined above in marine environments. We all want different things for different reasons,
depending on our interests, spot, time and money. Achieving closer goals on behalf of
stakeholders in the strata plan, including businesses depending on it, partly appears to
necessitate opening up in more broadly clear and honestly directed writing and film.

Current state assistance initiatives and methods seem geared to new big building. We, on
the other hand, often appear more geared to staying put, content with our old peaceful
practice. Why not? Film appears to be a comparatively reliable and broad start for heritage
protection or rehabilitation, discussed attached. Growth is a market concept which can and
should be derived in the primary broader search for quality of life, regionally dictated by us.

I naturally also put this position to my state MP, Jamie Parker, and to Lord Mayor Clover
Moore and federal MP Tanya Plibersek because they all deal with the same ground and
residents who must repeat dealing at many government and association levels. These
dealings may require broader common knowledge, not common direction, or the reverse.
Related responses are attached and directed to the City of Sydney Open and Creative City
Planning for culture and the night time economy. Comment is also made on the NSW
Government Office of Local Government draft Code of Conduct for Local Councils,
compared with the Code of Sydney University Sport and Fitness (SUSF). The latter is a
serious problem code for any supposedly open institution engaged in community service.
The clubs and societies of Sydney University, however, appear as around 300 interest and
skill sources which are hard to tap for mutual benefit to residents, businesses and students.

The draft Marine Estate Management Strategy stresses that ‘’actions within one initiative
may be linked to actions in another, and so the initiatives operate collectively and not in
isolation”. This requires the kind of open inquiry which journalistic filming may often
represent comparatively broadly, accurately, quickly and cheaply in any information giving
and receiving contexts, by also calling on professional or other expertise for assistance. I
want to make a film to show more about this necessary new approach, addressed attached.
The Marine Strategy will be supported by a detailed implementation plan and Marine
Integrated Monitoring Plan that will monitor the progress of the Strategy’s actions and
address key knowledge gaps. Discussion of film and regional development matters are
attached in related land and service contexts, including in any construction. This is ideally
designed to protect and enhance a common heritage we seek to preserve as our
comparative intellectual, historical and trading advantage. This is often against the normal
market grain which restlessly seeks to demolish and rebuild in its own, US or other image.

To speak one’s mind in apparent circumstances of oppression is a common duty which is
made easier for some than others. To defer to lawyers is to revert philosophically, however,
to the beliefs and traditions of feudal warriors, rather than to defer to more scientific and
democratic approaches to the mutual development of data to aid coming to fairer
agreement. Choose comparatively reliable, broadly truth-seeking report on contract or
other matters instead of lawyers. Film is the 20th century advance on plain words alone for
information provision. Whatever communication advances that have occurred since then
are primarily about the dissemination of numbers, words and pictures. Democratic values
generally require the attempt at clarity, honesty and openness. Numbers have the most
prestige in being most opaquely unquestionable, especially when teamed with lawyers. This
is the new feudal world communications order which Mao and I have always stood against.
Film is most important in the popularly shared context of Australian regional TV and radio.

I share the Executive Summary conclusions of former Premier Nick Greiner in the draft
report of the Independent Review of the NSW Regulatory Policy Framework, which he
chaired, as discussed attached. The Panel agreed with the Auditor-General’s assessment
that overall, NSW Government initiatives to reduce red tape were not effective, and that
targets did not successfully drive new red tape reforms (although some savings were
recognised). This appears consistent with evidence from other jurisdictions, and from broad
stakeholder feedback. Furthermore, it is unclear whether the benefits of these programs
outweigh the cost of administration, in comparison to the potential value of more carefully
targeted regulatory reviews (My emphasis). Written report and film provide an obvious
popularly appreciated method of evaluation in many related information contexts. If
government or universities or other institutions have information to impart, then film and
newspaper or other report appear the most likely regional methods of mutual contact. This
is discussed briefly later and attached in relation to the Australian state culture of film.

The Independent Review of the NSW Regulatory Framework, however, went on: Often the
problem is not regulation itself, but people’s experience of that regulation. Regulation has
become, in many cases, synonymous with red tape and compliance cost. The compliance
burden associated with how regulations are implemented, and the unintended consequences
of regulation, influence people’s perceptions of regulation as red tape. This means more
effective engagement with those experiencing regulation is required to communicate the
development and implementation of complex regulation in a holistic, user-centric way
that is focused on better outcomes. (My emphasis). Here I press you for support in film.

In the current global and Australian context in Glebe we may note, for example, the
apparently opposing positions presented by Lachlan Murdoch in the article “Fox survives
vote: Can it survive Netflix?” and of the Deputy Vice Chancellor of the University of
Technology Sydney, Shirley Alexander, in Content not king as new ways rule. Both articles
were in the Australian Financial Review (AFR 17.11.17, pages 24 and 13). Murdoch states
there is a lot of talk about the growing problem of scale in the media industry. He said ‘’subscale players’’ are finding it difficult to leverage their position into new and emerging video
platforms and that he wanted to be very clear that his business interests were not in that
category. Alexander, however, appears to think that any class that could be replaced by a
video should be. One ponders how prospective film makers ideally could or should fit in for
general regional benefit, which ideally includes the institution and those in its environment.
Australia ideally prepares for greater peace through plain evidence and film. Government
money is now available for taking ‘’a seat at the table in planning, infrastructure and
investment in their regions with support from state government,” according to Lisa
Visentin’s article entitled ‘’Laws allow regional collaboration in NSW” (Sydney Morning
Herald, SMH, 7.11.17, p. 27). This is addressed regarding film in the context of the national
direction for communications set up by former PM Kevin Rudd. One cannot keep chopping
and changing one’s regional mind or one loses money? One cuts one’s cloth more safely in
action according to changing environment instead. No lawyers but better informing expert
individual or common sense. This is democracy, not voting, surely. We get a lot of US trash.
The attempt made in the attached proposal to initiate some key film production is to
address key industry problems in the related context of the need for better understanding
of quality data. The alternative approach involves more ignorant and unreliable numerical
push polling of one form or another. The attached discussion and proposed action on film
is geared to using knowledge from diverse regional contexts to better effect for all
beneficiaries. The stockholder is a key stakeholder ideally directed in more open and more
reliable regional service to other key stakeholders.
In his article, ‘’Super fund lending would create jobs, Australian billionaire, Anthony Pratt,
makes the case for a way to combine the complementary strengths of Australian world class
banks and super funds for their mutual benefit and for the good of their shareholders and

investors (including retirees) along with Australian businesses (SMH 28.11.17, p.19). In my
ignorant and childlike local way, in strata, I saw that rubbish collections here were stuffed.
For many years I tried to get rubbish to be treated in this general context when trying to get
something done about multiple kinds of rubbish piling up daily in Glebe streets. Frustrated,
I went to Melbourne to visit the Pratt Head Office but I couldn’t get in. (Bill Shorten could.)
Analysis and recommendations to the Draft Marine Estate Management Strategy are
designed to meet Australian cultural and environmental needs better than the current
multiple sets of typical state design set by typical legal and professional closures. Broader
interests and views are ideally welcomed to the table in the modern state planning process,
as distinct from in our normally distorting feudal relations. The recommended regional film
and report direction attached seems also to be as Hilmer’s discussion of competition and all
Australian governments had intended, as outlined in National Competition Policy (1993).
The regional planning, infrastructure and investment funds now reported to be on the table
in NSW through the Minister for Regional NSW, John Barillaro, appear partly as incentives
for Councils to become committed to broader regional interests by viewing the local in the
broader context of government direction, (as Mao also intended!)
However, from any real-world of subcontracted management or understanding, such as
might be gained in any construction, strata or other real estate management, the intended
infrastructure prioritization framework by the central joint organization may only hold
direction up further on any particular unresponsive ground. It is far easier to knock a wall
over, one observes in strata, than to see it rebuilt, for example. There is a tendency for
regulators and their related ilk to assume their command is to see completion. To prioritize
holds up other action. In managing strata, as in managing film I guess, one learns to take up
or leave a multitude of actual circumstances as one finds them. In bureaucracy, or
university, however, one may learn to think differently about apparent problems and
solutions in part through being ignorant of reality on the particular ground. (Mea culpa.)
On receiving the Independent Review (2017) report, the NSW Minister for Better
Regulation, Matt Kean, said ‘I am committed to reforming regulatory policy by utilising
new data and digital technologies while focusing on the real experience of business and
community’’. Related discussions of regional film direction designed better in resident
interests are attached. These interests include those of film-makers whose projects are
ideally considered in the light of the above holistic state directions globally and locally.

The attached bid for your support in this film direction meets NSW realities below:
REGIONAL APPROACHES REQUIRE MORE OPEN PLAN AND DEVELOPMENT PARTNERSHIPS.
CONSTITUTIONS KEEP DRAGGING AUSTRALIA BACK TO PAST REGULATORY FRAMES OF
FEUDAL REFERENCE AND CONTROL.
PLAN OPENLY TO DEVELOP BROADLY GOING FORWARDS, LOOKING BACK.

FOCUS ON LOCAL GOVERNMENT, DIGITIZATION AND RELATED ISSUES OF ASSOCIATION.
FOCUS ON DIGITIZATION IN THE REGIONAL PUBLIC AND INDIVIDUAL INTEREST, NOT IN
THE CLOSED INSTUTIONAL OR OTHER ASSOCIATION INTEREST.
PLEASE BACK THE ATTACHED FILM APPROACH. Cheers, Carol O’Donnell, St. James Court,
10/11 Rosebank St., Glebe, Sydney www.Carolodonnell.com.au

